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Foreword from the Secretary of State and Minister of State for Higher and Further Education

Responding to the Independent Panel that reported to the Review of Post-18 Education and Funding on higher education

Executive Summary

Who this is for:

About you:

1  What is your name?

Name:
Noni Csogor

2  What is your email address?

Email:
noni.csogor@sixthformcolleges.org

3  Are you responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation?

Organisation

If you selected organisation, please provide the name of that organisation. :
Sixth Form Colleges Association

4  Would you like us to keep your responses confidential?

No

Reason for confidentiality:

5  Do you consent to the data you provide being held in accordance with UK GDPR as covered in the Department for Education's personal
information charter?

Yes

Part 1: Policy statement on higher education funding and finance

Part 2: Consultation on potential reform areas (Section A)

6  What are your views of SNCs as an intervention to prioritise provision with the best outcomes and to restrict the supply of provision which
offers poorer outcomes? If you consider there are alternative interventions which could achieve the same objective more effectively or
efficiently, please detail these.

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

We share the government’s ambition that every student that enters higher education should have the confidence that “they are on a high-quality course 
that will lead to good outcomes”. However, we are concerned that the government’s definition of a good outcome amounts to little more than ‘good 
earnings’. It is important to be clear about the scale and nature of the problem that the government would be attempting to solve by introducing student 
number controls. 
 
While some higher education courses may not offer a significant financial return on investment for students or taxpayers, they do not represent the 
norm: as the IFS says, “Going to university is a very good investment for most students.” (https://ifs.org.uk/publications/14729) And demand for graduates 
continues to grow; research published by Universities UK 
(https://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/sites/default/files/field/downloads/2022-04/busting-graduate-job-myths_0.pdf) in April showed that there are a million 
fewer graduates than graduate-level jobs at present, a gap that has grown since the pandemic and is likely to grow further. This suggests we should be 
boosting, not capping, the number of young people that enter higher education. 
 
Whatever definition of “good outcomes” is adopted, student number controls are unlikely to be an effective way of prioritising or restricting different 
types of provision. If there are sectors of the economy where more graduates are needed, SNCs will not incentivise students to study in these areas. For 
example, imposing a very high cap on engineering courses and a very low cap on certain Arts courses will not increase the number studying engineering,



but it will reduce the overall number of graduates. 
 
On competitive courses, a cap may incentivise universities to accept the least ‘risky’ students to the smaller number of places available – those with the
most successful pre-university track records, irrespective of levels of disadvantage or potential. Linking SNCs to continuation rates may also incentivise
universities to recruit students that are least likely to drop out, rather than those that stand to benefit the most – this is hard to square with the
government’s ‘levelling up’ agenda. 
 
In recent years there has been a welcome growth in information related to graduate destinations and earnings. Our members invest heavily in providing
information, advice and guidance to students. Young people are making increasingly well-informed decisions about whether to enter higher education
and what to study when they get there. However, more investment is needed, and focusing on improving the quality on information and data that
students can access before they apply to university is likely to have a far greater impact than introducing levers such as SNCs. 
 
SNCs would distort the HE market. Some students select, and will continue to select, courses that will ultimately lead to “poorer outcomes”, and the
salaries of some students will be affected by a range of factors in addition to their course choice at university. Pay rates in some sectors remain
stubbornly low, but we would question whether stemming the flow of graduates into these sectors is a desirable policy objective. Unfashionable (and
perhaps unfathomable) as it may seem to some policymakers, many young people still enter higher education motivated primarily by a passion for their
subject and a thirst for knowledge. It would be profoundly regressive to close this route off to disadvantaged students while still allowing affluent
students to study economically ‘unproductive’ courses which would arise from setting MERs at a provider or subject level. 
 
Even if we did not question the ability of any government to accurately forecast HE courses that lead to positive outcomes (particularly the link to
earnings) we would still regard SNC as a blunt tool. The labour market is constantly evolving and it is likely that the application of SNCs would always be
several years off the pace, particularly as reliable data on earnings only emerges several years after students have left university.

7  What are your views on how SNCs should be designed and set, including whether assessments of how many students providers can recruit
should be made at:Sector level? Provider level?Subject level? Level of course? Mode of course?

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

SNCs should not be set at any level.

8  The Government is considering which outcomes should be used if SNCs are introduced and has identified the three broad categories as
quantifiable, societal, and/or strategically important. What are your views of the merits of these various approaches to consider outcomes
and/or do you have any other suggestions?

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible. :

A major issue with all of these categories is the point in time at which decisions about subjects or sectors are made. The government cannot accurately
forecast which degree courses will provide quantifiable, societal, or strategically important outcomes five or more years before the students affected by
the resulting SNCs enrol at university. The ‘strategically important’ category is a particularly good example of this: subjects which align with ‘Building Back
Better’ (whatever those might be) might be strategically important now, but we did not know we would need to ‘Build Back Better’ in 2018, when students
due to graduate in 2022 were making their applications. In view of the diversity of the UK labour market, providers could make a plausible argument for
almost any degree course being potentially societally or strategically important in future.

This does not mean that OfS or the DfE would need to accept these arguments, but the work of requiring universities to produce and review them is
significant and should not be dismissed as a necessary cost if, particularly as the ‘benefits’ of imposing SNCs are far from clear.

The ‘quantifiable’ category could introduce some perverse incentives, such as encouraging institutions to recruit students whose background
characteristics indicate they are most likely to continue in their studies and gain highly-paid graduate employment. The IFS’ 2016 working paper on
graduate outcomes (https://ifs.org.uk/uploads/publications/wps/wp1606.pdf) – which did find significant differences in the size of the graduate premium
between courses and institutions – also found that even controlling for institution and course attended, family wealth explains a sizeable chunk of the
graduate premium. Not only are higher-tariff courses more likely to be attended by wealthier students, but those students outperform their low-income
peers on the same course in terms of wages. If retention, employment after graduation, and income are the quantifiable outcomes universities are
directly held to account for via the mechanism of SNCs, universities will have a strong financial incentive to recruit wealthier students or those with higher
levels of social capital.

More imaginatively, universities that do not succeed in attracting the students with the highest employment prospects might choose to gain an edge by,
for example, aggressively pursuing careers partnerships with companies in high-pay sectors in an effort to push as many students as possible into
high-paid roles, whether they are appropriate for students on a given course or not. While the consultation document claims that these proposals are
intended to “ensure that every student with the ability, attainment and desire to benefit from HE can succeed both at university and beyond, regardless of
their background” in practice, they could have the opposite effect.

9  Do you have any observations on the delivery and implementation of SNCs, including issues that would need to be addressed or
unintended consequences of the policy set out in this section?

Please give evidence where possible.:

As the national membership body for specialist sixth form providers, we are proud of the work that our members do to ensure that disadvantaged 
students in particular can gain excellent Level 3 qualifications and, if they wish, use those to attend university. In the state sector as a whole, 62% of all 
Level 3 students go on to HE destinations after their 16-18 studies, but only 58% of disadvantaged students do. In sixth form colleges, these numbers are 
68% and 67%. This is down to enormous work on the part of colleges, teachers, support staff, and students themselves. The imposition of SNCs has the



potential to reverse some of this progress, particularly for disadvantaged young people.

10  Do you agree with the case for a minimum eligibility requirement to ensure that taxpayer-backed student finance is only available to
students best equipped to enter HE?

No

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible. :

We agree that university education is not suitable for every school leaver, and that standards in HE should be high. However, the student finance system
is not the right lever for controlling the number and type of students that enter higher education. There is no justification for setting the vast majority of
students an additional threshold to entry, while leaving the playing field undisturbed for the small minority who do not need access to student finance –
in effect, giving wealthy students more options. Further, universities already set rigorous criteria for entry which usually far outstrip the MERs suggested
here, and they are tailored to meet the requirements of each degree course. Finally, if MERs were to be implemented in an equitable way, the number
and complexity of the exemptions for students with various extenuating or special circumstances would be substantial. The consultation details several,
and we mention several more in our answer to question 13. The marginal financial gain to the public purse (if any) in reducing student loan spending by
instituting MERs would likely be outweighed by the cost to DfE and the Student Loans Company of investigating and approving exemptions.

11  Do you think that a grade 4 in English and maths GCSE (or equivalent), is the appropriate threshold to set for evidence of skills required for
success in HE degree (level 6) study, managed through their eligibility for student finance?

No

Please explain your answer and provide reference to any pedagogical or academic sources of evidence to explain your reasoning. :

There is enormous value in achieving a grade 4 in GCSE English and maths, and this is why most universities, and increasingly most workplaces, require
them as standard, and why our members help students who have not achieved a pass by 16 to re-sit, usually with success. However, there is a small but
significant number of students who are unable to reach this bar and who could nonetheless benefit enormously from HE. Reasons for this include severe
dyslexia and dyscalculia, as well as courses of study which focus heavily on one area of specialism which does not require both English and maths skills,
such as performing and visual arts. Additionally, not all HE courses supported via the student finance system are three-year academic degrees. Graduate
certificates and diplomas at level 6 and foundation years are shorter courses which cover less content than a bachelor’s degree, and so may be studied by
students with the express purpose of preparing them for further study at level 6. It cannot be the case that the MERs for accessing student finance for
these courses are just as high as those for bachelor’s degrees.

The IFS produced a briefing responding to this proposal in April showing that a GCSE threshold would be particularly problematic in its impact on
disadvantaged groups (https://ifs.org.uk/publications/16039). While 9% of all students have historically gone to university without a GCSE pass in maths
and English, this rises to almost a quarter for FSM students and Black students. Students without English and maths do not perform quite as well as their
peers, but over 80% do graduate. And the subjects most often studied by these students include both some with great social value in shortage areas (like
social work), and some with very high wage returns (like computer science). It seems unlikely, based on this evidence, that a GCSE MER would achieve its
aims for either students or the economy.

12  Do you think that two E grades at A-level (or equivalent) is the appropriate threshold to set for eligibility to student finance, to evidence the
skills required for success in HE degree (level 6) study?

No

Please explain your answer and provide reference to any pedagogical or academic sources of evidence to explain your reasoning. :

There are very few students who do not meet this threshold. Ucas data
(https://www.ucas.com/data-and-analysis/undergraduate-statistics-and-reports/ucas-undergraduate-sector-level-end-cycle-data-resources-2021) tells us
that, in the 2021 application cycle, there were only 150 18-year-olds accepted with three Es. No data are given on how many had only two Es, but this
number is presumably even lower. Nor does Ucas produce data on how many students entered university with the applied general equivalent of two Es.
The formal requirements to apply for essentially all degrees also outstrip the two E bar; in practice, the lowest grades accepted for a full degree course
appear to be two Cs. Any student who is nonetheless accepted with two Es is likely to have significant, and very unusual, extenuating circumstances.
Policing these minority cases will not have a positive impact on either the student finance system or the quality of university education.

13  Do you agree that there should there be an exemption from MERs for mature students aged 25 or above?

Yes

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

If MERs are brought in, they should not apply to those who had already finished sixth form education before the reforms were introduced, as these
students will not have been aware of the new requirements at the time they had the opportunity to improve their GCSE or A level results. Going forward,
adults for whom HE was not appropriate at 18 and who did not meet MERs should also have the option to take time to mature and to spend time in the
workplace before deciding to return to education. These students are especially likely to understand the financial ramifications of degree study given that
they are likely to forgo potential income in order to study, and so it is particularly important that the system allows them to access the higher education
they believe is necessary for their development.

14  Do you think there should be an exemption from MERs for part-time students?



Yes

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible. :

We do not believe MERs should be introduced, but if they are, there should be an exemption for part-time students. Part-time study is very different to
full-time degree study and allows for more gradual progress than that demanded by a full-time course.

15  Do you agree that there should be an exemption to the proposed MERs for students with existing level 4 and 5 qualifications?

Yes

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

These are students who have demonstrated their attainment at a level that exceeds the proposed MERs.

16  Do you agree that there should be an exemption from any level 2 eligibility requirement to level 6 study for students with good results at
level 3?

Yes

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible. :

Many students, particularly those who are disadvantaged and have attended poorer-quality schools (two factors which are highly correlated),
underperform at level 2 and then flourish at level 3 as they encounter excellent teaching, discover their interests, or simply mature further. These
students should have a chance to access higher education.

17  Do you agree that there should be an exemption to MERs for students who enter level 6 via an integrated foundation year, or who hold an
Access to HE qualification?

Yes

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible. :

These courses are intended to set students up for success at HE. In the case of a foundation year in particular, the university they intend to attend has
already judged that a student can succeed.

18  Are there any other exemptions to the minimum eligibility requirement that you think we should consider?

Yes

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible. :

There are several groups of students for whom the proposed MERs do not make sense. We have already mentioned creative and performing arts
degrees, and those with dyslexia and dyscalculia. Those whose attendance at school or college has been severely impacted by medical conditions or by
personal circumstances such as experience of the care system, or primary care for others, also need to be accommodated. Many of these students finish
education with results that do not reflect their potential or indeed the work they have had a chance to complete; a student who is hospitalised for the
majority of the exam season, for example, cannot receive a complete set of grades, no matter how excellent their work so far. Finally, an increasing
number of universities set their own requirements for entry, including interviews, auditions, and aptitude tests. These usually create a higher bar than
grades alone, and are intended to ensure that students can fully engage in the learning offered by a given course; as such, it does not make sense to bar
students who have passed these requirements but do not meet the MERs from undertaking the study for which these requirements were designed by
the experts in that course of study.

The number of exemptions required for the MER system not just to avoid outright discrimination, but to make sense, makes it unlikely that imposing
relatively low MERs – where most students who would fall foul of them are likely already covered by extenuating circumstances that mean universities are
willing to overlook their low GCSE or level 3 attainment – would save taxpayers or the SLC significant money.

Part 2: Consultation on potential reform areas (Section B)

19  Do you agree with reducing the fee charged for foundation years in alignment with Access to HE fees?

Not Answered

Please explain your answer, providing evidence where possible. :

20  What would the opportunities and challenges be of reducing the fee charged for most foundation years, and of alignment with Access to
HE fees?

Please explain your answer, providing evidence where possible. :

21  Do you agree there is a case for allowing some foundation year provision to charge a higher fee than the rest? Or is there another way for
government to support certain foundation years which offer particular benefits?



Please explain your answer. :

22  If some foundation year provision were eligible to attract a higher fee, then should this eligibility be on the basis of: Particular subjects?
Some other basis (for example by reference to supporting disadvantaged students to access highly selective degree-level education)?

Please explain your answer. :

23  What are your views on how the eligibility for a national scholarship scheme should be set?

Please explain your answer. :

The quantity of funds set aside for the scheme, at £75m, is far too small to embrace all deserving ‘high-achieving but disadvantaged’ students nationally.
This is also the same group of students whom individual universities are already attempting to target via existing access work, resulting in potential
duplication of resources as both government and universities attempt to establish eligibility for the same student along the same criteria. Potential
groups to prioritise might include:
• Looked After Children
• Those who are registered as carers or are young parents
• Disabled students with access needs that can make attending university difficult, such as Deaf students
• Refugees
• Those eligible for free school meals
• Those from postcodes with the lowest rates of progression to higher education
• Those who do significantly better than the average student at their school or college
The final group is particularly interesting because these are students who have shown significant potential and the ability to flourish under difficult
circumstances, who may do even better when given the resources in order to do so at university. We would suggest that if the aim is to target the highest
achievers with the fewest advantages, identifying those students who fit one or more of the demographic or economic criteria mentioned above and
significantly outperform their institution (even if their headline attainment is in line with, or only slightly above, national norms as a result) would be a
good use of these funds.

Part 2: Consultation on potential reform areas (Section C)

24  How can Government better support providers to grow high-quality level 4 and 5 courses? You may want to consider how grant funding is
allocated, including between different qualifications or subject areas, in your response.

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

25  What drives price differences at level 4 and 5, where average fees in FE providers are significantly lower than in HEIs?

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible. :

26  To what extent do the drivers of fees at levels 4 and 5 differ from those for level 6 (including between universities, further education
colleges and independent providers)?

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

27  How can we best promote value for money in the level 4 and 5 market to avoid an indiscriminate rise in fees?

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

28  Which learner types are more or less price-sensitive and what drives this behaviour? As part of your response, you may want to specifically
consider the learner cohorts described above and the equalities considerations set out in the level 4 and 5 section of the equality analysis
document, published alongside this consultation.

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

29  What are your views on the current barriers, including non-financial barriers, that providers face in offering and marketing level 4 and 5
courses?

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

30  We want to ensure that under a flexible study model, learners studying HTQs still develop occupational competence. We also want the
quality and labour market value of individual higher technical modules to be signalled. Which of the approaches below, which could be
introduced separately or together, do you prefer for delivering these aims, and why?

Please explain your answer. :

31  How would these approaches align or conflict with OfS and/or university course approval requirements?

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

32  Are there any other approaches we should consider?



Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

33  How should any of these approaches be applied to qualifications already approved as HTQs?

Please explain your answer and give evidence where possible.:

Additional Comments

34  Do you have any other comments?

Free Text:
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